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Abstract. The article deals with the urgent problem of software security at the early stage of its development. 
Special attention is paid to static code analysis, which is a key tool for detecting vulnerabilities at early stages 
of the software development life cycle. The article emphasises the importance of integrating static analysis 
tools into the development process in order to detect and eliminate vulnerabilities early. The methods of static 
analysers' error search are considered, as well as the main components of the Svace static analyser developed 
at the Institute of System Programming of the Russian Academy of Sciences. Classification of analyses used 
in the Svace static analyser is presented. Static analysis of source code in Python programming language is 
considered in detail. As a practical example the analysis of the Pandas 2.2.1 project performed with the help of 
Svace is given. The result was the detection of 241 vulnerabilities for 590709 lines of code, which shows a high 
density of warnings per million lines of code and confirms the effectiveness of static analysis in ensuring 
software security. 
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1. Introduction  
Nowadays, software is used everywhere. Statistics shows that as the number of programs increases, 
so does the number of vulnerabilities in them. That's why special attention is paid to software 
analysis. 
At present there are two most popular methods of code analysis - dynamic analysis and static 
analysis. It is impossible to imagine software development without using static analysis tools. Static 
analysis is a type of analysis when the program is not executed but its whole code is analyzed [1]. 
This method is most often implemented at the initial stages of development, which helps to detect 
vulnerabilities earlier and eliminate them faster. Static analysis of source code can be performed in 
two ways - manually and with the help of special software tools. 
In manual analysis of source code, checks such as code review or code inspection are performed. 
This approach is actively used because a human is able to detect defects in source code that software 
analyzers cannot yet.  
Software analysis is performed using various analyzers. Many methods of static error search in 
programming have developed from the sphere of program compilation and operate with abstractions. 
Depending on the abstractions used, error search methods [2] can be divided into several groups: 
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 Lexical analyzers are designed to break down the source code of a program into individual 
tokens or tokens. They can be used to find only the simplest types of defects [3]. 

 Lightweight analyzers, also known as first-level analyzers, check the text for compliance 
with some grammar and build a parse tree (an abstract syntactic tree) by a linear sequence 
of tokens of this text, which is well suited for further processing and analysis of the text 
[4]. 

 More sophisticated parsers (Level 2 parsers), which use more complex algorithms and 
methods for parsing related to phases after syntactic analysis [5]. 

The disadvantage [6] of this method is that the analyzer may consider absolutely safe code fragments 
suspicious. Excessive suspiciousness leads to an increase of the false/true alarms ratio [7].  
In this article we will consider the Svace static analyzer developed at ISP RAS and analyze the 
Pandas 2.2.1 project using it. This analyzer detects a large number of vulnerabilities in code, has a 
high level of true positives, fine-tuning and a large number of supported programming languages 
were the reasons for choosing this product. 

2. Description of Svace 
Svace is a tool developed at the Institute of System Programming of the Russian Academy of 
Sciences that performs static error search using several types of analyzers. It combines the key 
qualities of foreign analogs (Synopsis Coverity Static Analysis, Perforce Klocwork Static Code 
Analysis, Fortify Static Code Analyzer) with the unique use of open industrial compilers in order to 
maximize support for new programming language standards [8]. Supported languages are C, C++, 
C#, Java, Kotlin, Go, Python, Scala. 

2.1 Svace analysis scheme 
The schematic in (Fig. 1) shows the general analysis scheme of the Svace static analyzer [9]. 

 

Fig.1. Schematic of the Svace static analyzer [9] 
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2.2 Svace components 
The Svace static analyzer includes five components - SvEng, UAST, SpotBugs, CSA and cscc. 
SvEng is the main component of Svace. It uses the following types of static analysis: pattern search 
in AST-trees, data flow analysis, interprocedural symbolic execution with state merging and using 
method summaries, static analysis of labeled data for security errors. 
UAST - component in which errors are searched in a unified abstract syntax tree. 
SpotBugs - component intended for analyzing programs in Java programming language. 
CSA - intended for analyzing software in C/C++ languages. 
cscc - is intended for analyzing programs in C# language. This component is based on the Roslyn 
compiler. For searching errors it uses the same types of analysis as SvEng.  

2.3 Classification of analyses used at Svace 
The analyses used in the Svace static analyzer [9] can be divided into the following groups: 

 Analyses based on pattern search in the abstract syntax tree (ASD); 

 Interprocedural analyses based on summaries; 
 Statistical analyses; 
 Special function analyses; 
 Symbolic execution-based analyses; 

 Labeled function analyses. 

3. Analyzing a Python project with Svace 
Analyzing the source code of a Python application does not require building the project because it 
is an interpreted language. Two components are involved in the analysis: SvEng and UAST.  
Pandas was chosen as a project written in Python. 590709 lines of code were checked and 241 
vulnerabilities were detected as a result of the analysis. The density of warnings per million code 
lines is 407.98. Table 1 shows the analysis results. 
Table 1. Results of the analysis 

Warning 
Number of 
warnings 

INVARIANT_RESULT 93 
DIVISION_BY_ZERO.EX 23 

BAD_COPY_PASTE 8 
CATCH.NO_BODY 107 

MUTABLE_DEFAULT_ARGUMENT 1 
SIMILAR_BRANCHES 7 

WRONG_ARGUMENTS_ORDER 2 
Fig. 2 shows a code fragment where the INVARIANT_RESULT warning was detected in the project 
Pandas pandas/tests/window/moments/test_moments_consistency_ewm.py: 
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Fig. 2. Error INVARIANT_RESULT  

The essence of this error is that the value of the expression does not depend on the values of its parts, 
or a part of the expression can be omitted without changing the result. 
Fig. 3 shows the DIVISION_BY_ZERO.EX error in the project Pandas 
pandas/tests/io/parser/test_skiprows.py: 

 

Fig. 3. Error DIVISION_BY_ZERO.EX 

This error occurs whenever the program tries to divide an interval or a numeric value by 0. 
The following types of errors were detected on the abstract syntax tree [10] using the component 
UAST (unified abstract syntax tree). 
Fig. 4 shows a code fragment with BAD_COPY_PASTE error in the project Pandas 
pandas/tests/extension/base/constructors.py: 

 

Fig. 4. Error BAD_COPY_PASTE 

An error occurs if the code has been copied and reproduced, but not all necessary changes have been 
made. 
Fig. 5 shows the CATCH.NO_BODY error in the project Pandas 
pandas/tests/plotting/test_converter.py: 
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Fig. 5. Error CATCH.NO_BODY 

This error occurs if an exception was caught but not handled by the corresponding except block. 
Fig. 6 shows a code fragment with the MUTABLE_DEFAULT_ARGUMENT error in the project 
Pandas pandas/io/formats/style_render.py: 

 
Fig. 6. Error MUTABLE_DEFAULT_ARGUMENT 

The error occurs if we use some modifiable object (list, dictionary) as a default value for a function 
argument. If we change the value of the argument inside the function, we will have to change the 
original value because they both refer to the same object, in this case it is the css_props argument. 
This can lead to unexpected results and errors in your code. 
Fig. 7 shows a code fragment with SIMILAR_BRANCHES_ARGUMENT error in the project 
Pandas pandas/tests/indexes/datetimes/test_date_range.py: 

 
Fig. 7. Error SIMILAR_BRANCHES 

This error occurs when executing the same instructions regardless of the condition. 
Fig. 8 shows a code fragment with WRONG_ARGUMENTS_ORDER ARGUMENT error in the 
project Pandas pandas/_testing/__init__.py:  

 
Fig. 8. Error WRONG_ARGUMENTS_ORDER 

The error occurs when method arguments are passed in the wrong order. In this example, left and 
right are mixed up in the wrong order. 
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4. Classification of errors 
Errors in software can be classified by the degree of their influence on the program operation [11]. 
Table 2 presents the table of error classification and their description. 

Table 2. Classification of errors and their description 

Error class Description 

Critical errors 
This class of errors leads to an emergency situation that makes the 
program operation impossible. 

Major errors Errors that lead the program to unexpected results. 
Minor errors Errors that reduce the efficiency of the program and its performance. 

Errors obtained as a result of static analysis were classified by the level of their influence on the 
program code.Table 3 presents the error classification table. 
Table 3. Classification of errors 

Class Error name 
Critical error DIVISION_BY_ZERO.EX 
Major error MUTABLE_DEFAULT_ARGUMENT 

WRONG_ARGUMENTS_ORDER 
Minor error INVARIANT_RESULT 

BAD_COPY_PASTE 
SIMILAR_BRANCHES 

CATCH.NO_BODY 
The DIVISION_BY_ZERO.EX error belongs to the "Critical error" class because division by zero 
in the program code may cause unpredictable behavior of the command and eventually lead to its 
crash. Fig. 9 shows the scenario when this error occurs.   

 

Fig. 9. Error scenario DIVISION_BY_ZERO.EX 
The MUTABLE_DEFAULT_ARGUMENT error belongs to the "Major error" class because it can 
cause unexpected results when using a variable data type as a default value for an argument. Fig.10 
shows a scenario where this error occurs. 
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Fig.10. Error scenario MUTABLE_DEFAULT_ARGUMENT 
In this code, the item function uses the variable data type (list) as the default value for the item_list 
argument. As a result, each time the add_item function is called, items are added to the same 
item_list instead of a new list. This is the MUTABLE_DEFAULT_ARGUMENT error. 
The WRONG_ARGUMENTS_ORDER error is a "Major error" because if the order of arguments 
in a function call is incorrect, it can lead to unexpected program behavior. Fig. 11 shows the scenario 
of this error. 

 

Fig.11. Error scenario WRONG_ARGUMENTS_ORDER 
In this example, the main function expects the first argument to be "x" and the second argument to 
be "y". However, when the function is called, these arguments are specified in reverse order, which 
causes an error. 
The errors INVARIANT_RESULT, BAD_COPY_PASTE, SIMILAR_BRANCHES, 
CATCH.NO_BODY are not serious and belong to the "Minor error" class, but they require 
corrections to prevent unexpected program behavior. 
Fig. 12 shows the SIMILAR_BRANCHES error scenario. 

 

Fig. 12. . Error scenario SIMILAR_BRANCHES 
In this example, the if and else branches contain the same instructions y = x*2, which may affect the 
efficiency of the program.  
One of the examples of the BAD_COPY_PASTE error is shown in Fig. 13. 
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Fig.13. Error scenario BAD_COPY_PASTE 
In this example, the calculate difference function should calculate the difference between variables 
a and b, but due to code copying, an error was made that may cause the program to work incorrectly. 
The CATCH.NO_BODY error scenario is shown in Fig. 14. 

 

Fig.14. Error scenario CATCH.NO_BODY 
In this example, the exception is not handled in the except block, which may cause the error to be 
ignored and the program to continue execution without handling the error. 
Fig. 15 shows the INVARIANT_RESULT error scenario. 

 

Fig.15. Error scenario INVARIANT_RESULT 
In this example, the value of result1 does not depend on the variables x, y, z, because multiplication 
by 0 will always result in 0. The value of result2 will always be x + z because y - y is 0, so this part 
of the expression can be omitted without changing the result. Similarly with the value of result3, it 
will always be equal to x + y because z - z is 0. 

5. Conclusion 
As it was shown in the article, static analysis tools help detect errors at the initial stages of application 
development. Different static analyzers use different algorithms for detecting vulnerabilities in 
application source code. Svace static analyzer allows you to analyze program code in different 
languages. We also analyzed the project in Python, Pandas 2.2.1. In the process of analysis we found 
errors of different classes. Classification of errors by their level of influence on the program code, 
their full description and examples of scenarios when these errors can occur in the program code 
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were carried out. The results of the research may be useful for improving the quality and reliability 
of the product. 
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